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-- Hyper-text links of user accounts and groups are generated in accordance to their frequency in the log file. -- CCL Viewer application generates also alternative hyper-text links (Alternative Log Files) for each selected
hyper-text link. -- CCL Viewer offers to erase log records by batch link selection or by user account name entry. -- User account can be deleted with a checkbox beside it. -- CCL Viewer works on Microsoft Windows 98,
2000, XP, 2003, Vista and 7. CCL Samplifies and eliminates log file records to allow the user to concentrate on the important information. CCL Samplifier is available as freeware. It uses various types of sample records.

During the sample process the current log file is completely erased. As a result the previous log file is located at its base. CCL Samplifier Description: -- Samplifier can use any type of sample file. It is not bound to any
type of file or system. CCL Samplifier simply extracts the information which the user wants to analyze and presents it in the form of hyper-text links. The most common sample files are those located at the base of the log
files. By sampling the log file we can analyze more closely the most relevant information. -- For each log file opened in CCL Samplifier we generate samples of the most common types of logs: Info Log, Debug Log and

Warning Log. -- CCL Samplifier is available as freeware. KOLIBRI is an information system for the management of knowledge and compliance in an organisation. It includes modules for the acquisition, generation,
storage and analysis of knowledge. The system is based on the concept that, if the success of an organisation is due to the knowledge it has, it is possible to manage it. KOLIBRI Description: -- KOLIBRI is an information
system for the management of knowledge and compliance in an organisation. It includes modules for the acquisition, generation, storage and analysis of knowledge. The system is based on the concept that, if the success
of an organisation is due to the knowledge it has, it is possible to manage it. -- KOLIBRI is available as freeware. Express Knowledge Network is a knowledge management system that was created for the express purpose

of documenting, storing and retrieving information within an organisation. Express Knowledge Network Description: -- Express Knowledge Network (EKN) is a knowledge management system that was
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- very simple utility to view and analyze CCProxy 6 logs - very useful for statistics - erase and recover all CCProxy log records by batch link selection or by user account name entry - select all records by hyper-link - all
tools (batch-erase, batch-remove) works in the background - system need to be restarted to be effective (for system restart please run cclviewer.exe first) How to Install CCL Viewer for Windows: 1.Download the

installer(cclviewer_fix_installer_v1.0.zip) from the link below and double-click the installer to install the program. 2. Run the installer from the location where you saved the download. 3. If it is not open by default, run
the installer from the Start Menu and select the option "Open after installation." 4. Done. Download: CCL Viewer 1.0.1 * ADDED FOR Mac/Mac OS X - you have to install the Command Line Tools CCL Viewer 1.0.2 -

RELEASE WITH ALOT OF CHANGES - FOR DOWNLOAD LINKS CLICK ON THE DEV COMPANY BLOG - The software has 2 version now: 1) As End User CCL Viewer 1.0.2 2) As Developer CCL Viewer
2.0.0 - Release Update: - Fix Build number in the end user version - fix install step in developer version - Fix versions not updated in the download link - Fix version number of internal.txt - fix links in the installer - more

under the hood changes - some users reports for the end user version "After the download i've used the trick to make the file... CCL Viewer 1.0 - RELEASE * ADDED FOR Mac/Mac OS X - you have to install the
Command Line Tools CCL Viewer 1.0 - RELEASE * ADDED FOR Mac/Mac OS X - you have to install the Command Line Tools 77a5ca646e
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******************************************************************************/ #include "CCLViewer.h" #include "CCLDefines.h" CCLViewer::CCLViewer() { _view = nullptr; }
CCLViewer::~CCLViewer() { if (_view!= nullptr) delete _view; } /** * @brief * set the view to be displayed * * @param[in] view * @return */ CCLViewer::CCLViewer(CCLBaseView* view) { _view = view;
_hmdVirt = 0.0f; _hmdProjection = 0.0f; _hmdWorld = 0.0f; } /** * @brief * set the view to be displayed * * @param[in] view * @return */ CCLViewer::CCLViewer(CCLBaseView* view, const CCLMatrix4x4&
projection) { _view = view; _hmdVirt = 0.0f; _hmdProjection = projection; _hmdWorld = 0.0f; } /** * @brief * set the view to be displayed * * @param[in] view * @return */ CCLViewer::CCLViewer(CCLBaseView*
view, float eyeRadius, float zFar, float zNear) { _view = view; _hmdVirt = eyeRadius; _hmdProjection = CCLMatrix4x4::createProjectionFromFrustum(); _hmdProjection.m[1][1] = zNear; _hmdProjection.m[3][3] =
zNear; _hmdProjection.m[0][1] = zNear - eyeRadius; _hmdProjection.m[0][3] = zNear + eyeRadius; _hmdProjection.m[2][1] = -zFar; _hmdProjection.m[2][3]

What's New in the?

CCL Viewer is an extremely simple utility for analyzing logs created by CCProxy 6 software. CCL Viewer creates hierarchic list of user accounts and groups hyper-text links in accordance to them for better
understanding the CCProxy log file. Furthermore, this application will offer you the possibility to erase log records by batch link selection or by user account name entry. Dependencies: CCL Viewer is a standalone
application and does not require any additional software for its operation. Features: - visualization of user accounts and groups hyper-text links. - the possibility to erase log records by user account name and by batch
selection - fully customizable display of user accounts and groups hyper-text links for better understanding the CCProxy log file. Administration: - list of available user accounts and groups hyper-text links. Languages: -
Czech. Version history: - Release 5.1 (2001.01.01): new version: new grouping of user accounts and groups according to time and date - Release 5.0 (2000.04.27): new version: new clean-up of CCL Viewer archive. -
Release 4.0 (2000.01.31): new version: new version of CCProxy 6.0 (optimization of CCL Viewer archive). - Release 3.0 (1998.06.26): new version: new options for easy visualization of all the user accounts and groups
that were connected to CCProxy log file. - Release 2.0 (1998.05.29): new version: new full user account and group hyper-text links list. - Release 1.1 (1998.05.21): new version: new list of user accounts and groups hyper-
text links. Notes: The current version of CCL Viewer was released at the beginning of 2002. In the main version of CCL Viewer there is a field for any user's login name and a field for any user's password. Thus it is
possible to erase all log records of a user with the same name. You can do it by simply clicking on "Erase all record for [username]" link. Download: CCL Viewer (20021002) 1.3 (14 Mb) Free software site: CCL Viewer
is an extremely simple utility for analyzing logs created by CCProxy 6 software. CCL Viewer creates hierarchic list of user accounts and groups hyper-text links in accordance to them for better understanding the
CCProxy log file. Furthermore, this application will offer you the possibility to erase log records by batch link selection or by user account name entry. CCL Viewer is an extremely simple utility for analyzing logs
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows® 7 Processor: Intel Core™ 2 Duo E8400 (2.4 GHz) or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 3000, NVIDIA Geforce® GT 320 (1024 MB DirectX® 9.0c compatible)
DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 4 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core™ i3-2100 (2.4 GHz) or equivalent
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